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S
ince they first began producing R/C boats, Pro Boat 

Models has always included RTR sail craft in their catalogue 

of hulls. Both lager and small Pro Boat yachts have been 

reviewed in this publication and with the recent popularity of the 

more diminutive Footy class sail boat class the new Westward 18 

design is now available from the company. Uniquely packaged the 

Westward 18 represents the smallest yacht made by Pro Boat, 

plus, it’s also marketed as being water-ready within minutes of its 

removal from its cardboard shipping box. As always, these traits, 

plus the rest of the vessel’s design and run features will be fully 

covered in this report. Enjoy.

THE HULL 

Following the same process as most current entry-level sail boat 

kits and/or pre-built yachts the Westward hull is a single piece, 

blow moulded white ABS plastic unit without any split between 

the hull and the deck. No scale pieces are glued to the deck area 

and a simple magnet-held hatch cover handles the sealing duties 

in the deck’s square access opening. This arrangement presents 

the minimal numbers of openings on the hull’s outer areas, which 

means far less chance for water to enter the boat under sail.

A basic pair of strip/logo decals makes up the 18’s outer graphics 

package, including its re-shaped keel bulb and rudder blade. Painted 

a bright gloss white, the bulb and its keel are held to the hull via a 

threaded shaft and nut and it and the rudder fin came out of the kit 

box undamaged.

SAIL SET 

Already rigged and fully installed on the hull, the Westward’s mast, 

booms and jib/main sails all contain adjustment points and the sails 

themselves have reinforced corners. Formed from a rip-stop nylon 

material, the sails are decorated with the Pro Boat logo and a set of 

numbers on the main sail that also has a set of thin battens in place 

along its rear edge. A pre-formed wire rod handles the main sail 

boom’s kick-strap swinging chores while metal eyelets are found at 

the mast’s/sail’s hull-mounting locations.

Altogether, the 18’s total sail area measures out at 2838 mm. 

Some re-tensioning of the set’s lines and sheets is required 

from the kitbox, as there are no set-up points on this part of the 

sailboat’s set-up.
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With its sails and 

mast/booms already 

pre-mounted from the 

factory, the Westward 

18 only requires the 

installation of the 

keel and rudder to 

complete its basic 

assembly

Held in place by three magnets, the hatch cover clears the servo 

and main sail boom; but adding radio box tape to the hatch/deck 

seam is needed to keep moisture out of the boat’s inner spaces

Instead of using only the jib sail pivot point to retain the mast 

the 18 has a separate cord point forward of the boom to retain 

the sail set and allow it to be adjusted along with the rest of the 

rigging lines
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CONTROL POINTS 

Like most all Pro Boat vessels, 

the 18’s hull comes equipped with a 

Spektrum based 2.4 GHz surface radio 

and a pair of Pro Boat servos installed in 

the boat. New to this writer, the Spektrum 

DX2M transmitter is a surface-type 

controller that fits comfortably to the hands 

and it requires four AA cells for power. You’ll 

find the regular servo-reversing switches 

and stick trim knobs on the DX2M’s 

front housing; plus, there are 

two additional features found 

on the black plastic Tx case. A 

side-mounted steering rate knob 

resides near the right stick while 

a small binding button is located 

on the upper left corner of the 

transmitter housing. Since 

the Westward’s included 

MR200 Spektrum 

receiver is already pre-

bound to the controller, the 

modeller will only need to 

install the AA cells in the 

Tx and the hull’s onboard 

holder (another four AA’s) to 

fully power-up the sail craft. 

No ON/OFF switch is supplied 

for the onboard radio system; so 

the boater will have to consider 

if he/she will add a switch 

somewhere in or out of the 

small hull.

As for the 18’s servo layout, both the rudder and sail control 

servos are screwed directly to the hull’s inner plywood structure. 

The smaller steering servo is situated to the rear of the tray while 

the larger sheet drum winch is affixed to the servo itself and both 

sheet cords are already installed and routed to the sail set’s twin 

booms. No specifications are listed for this Pro Boat sail winch 

servo; so I was unable to determine its speed/torque levels without 

running the boat in the wind. To complete the radio system, a basic 

paper owner’s manual is sent along with the boat, as is a booklet 

covering the set-up process of the vessel itself.

LEFT: Designed with 

a binding button and 

a steering rate knob, 

the DX2M controller 

also features a solid upright 

antenna and its dual control sticks 

fit your hands well without decreasing your 

overall grip on the Tx case

ABOVE: Already bound to 

the included transmitter, the 

Spektrum 2.4 GHz receiver’s 

twin antenna wires will have 

to be routed inside the ABS 

yacht prior to running the 

boat

The hull’s sail winch servo uses a built-in sheet drum set-up to 

control the sails, the mini servo also affixed to the radio tray 

handles the rudder pivoting duties

Made up of composite parts the mast top has multiple tweak 

points and all of the sail/boom lines are adjustable via the small 

bowsies threaded to each cord
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Again following the owner’s manual, both the keel assembly 

and the separate rudder blade were mounted to the underside of 

the hull. As there was some tightness/friction felt as I positioned 

the keel into the hull’s slot I used some 220-grit dry sandpaper to 

reduce the chances of a stress problem at the slot; plus a dab of 

clear silicone sealant was also added to the keel slot as well. Since 

the keel would likely stay attached at all times, a drop of a regular 

threadlock compound was used on the retaining nut on the keel’s 

deck attachment area. A single grub screw retains the rudder/horn 

to the aft hull post opening and the manual states that the hobbyist 

positions the servo control rod in the middle hole on the rudder 

horn. Some light grease was added to the test hull’s rudder shaft 

just to ensure that the blade moved freely without any worry about 

corrosion problems. A few small nylon ty-wraps were used to tidy 

up the multiple leads running between the servos and receiver and 

the Rx’s dual antenna wires were then routed inside the hull per the 

manual’s guidelines. I used pieces of nylon antenna tube to secure 

the antennas to prevent them from getting anywhere near the sail 

control sheets.

LAKESIDE TWEAKS 

Before the Westward 18 was given its first test run, the yacht first 

received a normal radio range/function test before it was launched 

on the local pond. Again, no power switch is included with the 

vessel; so, I added a short six-inch servo extension lead to join the 

battery holder to the Spektrum receiver. The four-cell AA holder just 

fits the radio tray opening and once joined to the Rx unit the servos 

were checked for proper stick movement, trim and range. Satisfied 

everything was meshed together correctly, the plastic hatch cover 

was positioned on the deck via its triple magnets and then the 

entire cover/deck seam was covered with clear radio box tape. 

Recommended in the manual, this taping step greatly improves the 

waterproofing levels of the hatch, especially if you’ll be sailing the 

boat in choppy/windy lake conditions. A final check of the sail set 

bowsies was done to suit the wind conditions and the sail craft was 

slipped into the water.

ON WATER RESULTS 

Whenever testing a new sailboat, your scribe’s first check is to 

see how well the hull pivots with only a minimal level of forward 

speed as the vessel is running downwind. With the transmitter’s 

steering rate knob set at 100%, the 18 turned well with a minimal 

amount of weight transfer to the bow. Running in a decent wind and 

at about a 15-degree beam tilt the hull would manoeuvre with the 

Tx’s steering still set at its full rate.

SET-UP NOTES 

Although the kitbox comments that the Westward 18 can be made 

water-ready in around five minutes, the smart modeller will need to 

spend a bit more time to prepare this vessel for action. Your scribe 

began the ‘build’ by assembling the small plywood support cradle 

and this would be the main construction work done on the small 

sailboat. Following some light sanding of the stand’s four connection 

strips they were tacked in place with a medium-thick cyano and I also 

used a small metal angle gauge to make sure each strip was square 

with the two main support plates. Once the cyano had cured, some 

15-minute epoxy was placed over the same glue points to add some 

extra strength to the cradle joints. Since no cushioning material is 

included for the ply platform, I’d recommend you add some to the 

stand’s hull contact areas and narrow strips of a regular adhesive-

backed craft felt is a good material for this chore.

Retained by a single washer and nut the keel assembly’s top 

edge had to be slightly sanded to fit its hull slot; plus a drop of 

regular thread locking compound was added to prevent any keel 

loss out on the water!

A single grub screw locks the rudder blade to the hull and the 

blade provided a good turning rate with the control horn set 

according to the owner’s manual

As mentioned in the manual, a good radio box sealing tape 

should be placed on the hatch/deck seam and this Pro Boat tape 

works well, it’s possible to use regular vinyl tape from the DIY 

store to seal the deck
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Finally, instead of using the included battery-holder to power the 

on board radio gear, switching to a smaller five-cell AAA pack would 

be an option to both ease the vessel’s run set-up and its all-up 

weight levels, which would improve the yacht’s speed and handling 

characteristics.

CLOSING COMMENTS

Even though this pre-built sailboat isn’t really water-ready in a few 

minutes, its overall construction and design are basically all well 

thought out from the kitbox. Instead of focusing on the scale aspect 

on some other RTR sail craft the 

Westward 18 comes with an easily 

tweaked sail set that will allow the 

modeller to learn the steps required 

to become a good sailor without the 

need to upgrade the boat or its sails 

any time soon. MMI

As for the Westward’s handling, being able to adjust its entire 

sail set gives the purchaser the power to adapt the sails to his/her 

piloting skills. Since the sail winch runs a bit slower than an ‘arm’ 

type sail servo you’ll have to closely judge your tacking turns to 

ensure that the sails move easily with the air, but the 18’s overall 

design balances out like a much larger yacht.

Capable of being transported fully assembled, the boat reminds 

me of the ‘park flyer’ style of R/C aircraft in that they can be 

enjoyed whenever the owner can pull it off, including heading to any 

large fountain near the workplace!

TEST RESULTS

After a series of test sails, there were only a couple of minor 

points that the modeller may want to check when enjoying the boat 

on a regular basis. Taping down the hatch cover should be done 

whenever running the 18, as the cover isn’t waterproof between it 

and the deck. Keeping H20 out of any model craft is important, and 

adding some epoxy around the metal eyelets on the deck would 

also help seal the hull.

Not unlike a small park flyer R/C aircraft, the compact Westward 18 sail craft can be easily transported (assembled) in most smaller 

vehicles and will only demand a proper set of AA cells and some sealing tape to get the boat up and running

KITBOX DATA

Pro Boat Westward 18

www.horizonhobby.co.uk

Length: 460 mm

Beam: 111 mm

Hull Material: ABS plastic

Mast Height: 578 mm

Radio: Spektrum/Pro Boat

Sail Area: 2838 mm


